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INTRODUCTION
Sysco Corporation and US Foods are the two largest—and only two national—broadline
foodservice distributors in the United States. Today, they compete directly and vigorously for
both national accounts and local business. Their planned merger would eliminate this
competition and create a dominant firm that is approximately nine times the size of the next
largest broadline distributor. Without judicial intervention, customers that depend on broadline
foodservice distribution services (“broadline distribution”), both nationally and in numerous
local markets, will lose the significant benefits of head-to-head competition between the merging
parties. These customers face a substantial risk of higher prices and diminished service
compared to what they would receive without the merger. Accordingly, the Federal Trade
Commission (“Commission”) seeks a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction to
preserve the status quo pursuant to Section 13(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act (FTC
Act), 15 U.S.C. § 53(b), pending the full administrative proceeding on the merits, which is
scheduled to begin on July 21, 2015.
In hundreds of thousands of venues across the country where food is served away from
home—including restaurants, school cafeterias, hotels, and hospitals—food arrives at the kitchen
by way of a broadline foodservice distributor. Broadline distributors offer customers a distinct
combination of products and services that other forms of food distribution do not replicate:
flexible, next-day delivery of a wide range of branded and private label products, along with
value-added services such as menu planning and nutritional analysis. Because broadline
distributors can serve as a “one-stop-shop” for their customers, make deliveries on short notice,
and provide value-added services, they are a vital, cost-effective source for most or all of a
foodservice operator’s food and related products.

1
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Defendants' own statements reveal the anticompetitive nature ofthis transaction.
Intemally, Sysco characterizes the proposed merger as
-

"

1

US Foods explained to its employees that it is
"

2

Defendants recognize the intense rivalry from the

upper echelons of the company, where senior executives refer to the two companies as'to the trenches of the sales
force, where one US Foods sales representative is proudly known as
-

"

4

5

Defendants characterize the competition between themselves as "relentless," "ve1y

aggressive,"6 and "crazy."7 As US Foods' COO wrote after the proposed transaction's
announcement,

This merger would hrum competition for two distinct categories of foodservice
customers: "National Customers" with numerous facilities geographically dispersed nationwide
or across multiple regions of the United States; and local "street" customers (such as
independently-owned restamants), whose distribution needs are limited to a local or regional
area. Many National Customers- which include hospitality chains (e.g. ,
.
-

), group pmchasing organizations (GPOs) with nationwide members (e.g.,), foodservice management companies with nationwide client sites (e.g. ,and restamant chains- require or choose to contract with a breadline distributor that

can service their locations nationally for reasons of efficiency and consistency in products,
PX01002-003.
PX00311-002.
3
See, e.g., PX00508 (Lederer (US Foods) IH Tr. at 158).
4
PX00308-001.
5
PX03050-002.
6
PX03076-001.
7
PX01033-001.
8
PX00312-002.
I

2

2
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pricing, and service. 9 By using a breadline distributor w ith nationwide coverage, National
Customers attain the same pricing, service tenns, products, product codes, and ordering process
across then· geographically dispersed locations tmder a single contract. As a result, many
National Customers aTe most effectively served by a breadline distributor that has the capability
to provide nationwide coverage. Defendants are the only two single-fnm breadline distributors
that meet these requn·ements and, together, command approximately 75% of the breadline
distribution sales to National Customers.
As the top two options for many National Customers, Defendants compete fiercely for
these accounts. For National Customers, Sysco and US Foods provide a similar offering that is
unmatched by an y other breadline distt"ibutor. For example, Sysco and US Foods cunently have
72 and 61 breadline distribution centers, respectively, strategically dispersed across the United
States;10 the next largest broadliner has only 24, vntually all of which are located in the eastem

"

United States.u US Foods self-identifies as '
noting that it is

"

12

Customers

widely recognize Defendants as then· two most attractive- if not only-options for nationwide
breadline distribution. 13 As one of Sysco 's largest N ational Customers wrote intemally after
,14

leaming of the merger:

N ational Customers consistently rely on competition between the only two truly national
breadline distributors, often explicitly playing Defendants off one another to obtain lower pricing

10

PX09062 (Israel Ded.) § III(B)(1).
!d.
PX03147-033.
13
See, e.g. , PX00404 Ded .) ~ 12; PX00436 Decl.)~9.
PX00466 .
14
PX00389-001 ·Email from
11
12

Decl.) ~ 17- 18; PX00448 Dec. 10, 2013).

3

Decl.) ~ 9;
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and better contract tetms. The merger would eliminate this competitive dynamic, with local and
regional broadline distributors lacking the scope and scale to constrain the merged entity. 15 US
Foods ' executives celebrated this fact after the merger's annmmcement, remarking that,.

The proposed merger would also hatm competition for local customers. In many
mm·kets, Defendants vie for local customers whose distribution needs m·e limited to a local or
regional m·ea. Defendants frequently reduce prices and "offer[] hefty signing bonuses" to steal
local street business from each other. 17 The merger would deprive customers of this intense
rivahy, which plays out daily in numerous localmm·kets (see Appendix A).
Administrative proceedings aheady are lmder way to detetmine expeditiously whether
this merger violates Section 7 of the Clayton Act, which prohibits mergers "the effect of [which]
may be substantially to lessen competition, or to tend to create a monopoly" in "any line of
commerce ... in any section of the cotmtly." 15 U.S.C. § 18. The administrative proceeding,
with extensive discovety and up to 210 hours of live testimony, will provide a fonun for all
patties to present plenary evidence regarding the likely effects of the merger. 16 CFR § 3.41
(2014). To preserve the Cormnission's ultimate ability to order effective relief and prevent
interim hatm to consumers, Section 13(b) of the FTC Act authorizes this Comt to grant
preliminaty relief. Preliminaty relief is appropriate if, after considering the Cormnission's
likelihood of success on the merits and weighing the equities, the Comi detetmines that such

15

See, e.g. , PX00404
17- 18; PX00401
PX00103-002.
17
PX03105-002.

~~
16

~~ 12-13; PX00448 Ded.) ~~ 12-15.

4

Decl.)

n 13-14; PX00421 -

Ded.)
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relief would serve the public interest. 15 U.S.C. § 53(b). The Commission easily meets that
standard here.
The public interest would suffer in the absence of preliminary relief. If consummated,
the proposed transaction would substantially lessen competition, creating a firm that is dominant
on the national level, and possesses substantial market power in 32 local markets across the
country. Under this Circuit’s standard, the merger presumptively violates Section 7 of the
Clayton Act given the overwhelming market share Sysco would attain.
While market shares and concentration levels alone suffice to establish the Commission’s
prima facie case, there is voluminous additional compelling evidence that the merger likely
would reduce competition substantially. Documents, testimony, and empirical evidence
unequivocally demonstrate that Defendants are each other’s closest competitor, and the first and
second choices, for a significant number of customers, both national and local. The evidence
shows that the intense head-to-head competition between Sysco and US Foods has resulted in
palpable benefits to customers—in the form of lower prices, better quality products, and better
service terms. Customers could not turn to regional consortia or ad hoc networks to discipline a
combined Sysco/US Foods and achieve the same benefits of competition between Defendants.
Recognizing the anticompetitive nature of the merger, Defendants executed an agreement
dated February 2, 2015, with regional broadline distributor, Performance Food Group (PFG), to
divest 11 of US Foods’ 61 distribution centers to PFG, contingent upon the closing of the
merger. This divestiture proposal, however, fails to address the merger’s likely anticompetitive
harm. For National Customers, Sysco and US Foods today are closely matched on every metric
that affects competitive significance—market share, number and locations of distribution centers,
warehouse capacity, product breadth, and size of sales forces and truck fleets. Even with the

5
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proposed divestiture package, PFG would still pale in comparison to both the current US Foods
and the merged Sysco/US Foods on all of these metrics. For example, even with the divestiture,
PFG would have less than one third of US Foods’ current national market share and
approximately half as many distribution centers.
A number of additional factors cast serious doubt on PFG’s ability to replicate the
competition for National Customers that the merger eliminates. For example, PFG would have
significant geographic gaps in its distribution network, suffer from longer delivery distances than
the current US Foods, offer less product breadth, and face capacity constraints in its existing
facilities. As PFG’s CEO stressed to the Commission, “

18

Under the proposed divestiture,

US Foods’ National Customers would be forced to “split” their business—i.e., use PFG in
certain parts of the country and the merged entity in other parts for the duration of their contracts
— despite having explicitly bargained for a single national broadliner along with all its
benefits.19 Moreover, the proposed divestiture to PFG would do nothing to prevent the merger’s
likely anticompetitive harm in a number of local markets.
Entry or expansion by other competitors is even less likely to counteract the merger’s
anticompetitive harm for either National Customers or local customers. Defendants are the only
two national broadline distributors in the history of the industry, with no firm or consortia of
firms capable of expanding to replicate the competitive constraint on Sysco that US Foods poses.
New entry or expansion is risky and can take years, both in local markets and especially across

18

PX09045-034 (emphasis added).
The only practical alternative for these customers is to terminate their contracts with US Foods and shift to the
merged entity. See PX00474 (
Supp. Decl.) ¶ 5; PX00475 (
Supp. Decl.) ¶ 13; PX00480 (
Supp. Decl.) ¶ 12.
19

6
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regions. The significant time, costs, and risks associated with building a distribution center,
filling it with unspoken-for perishable products, and hiring a local sales force are high hurdles for
any firm pondering entry or expansion.
Nor can Defendants’ purported efficiencies rescue this anticompetitive merger.
Defendants’ claimed efficiencies are unsubstantiated, largely not merger specific, and most
would not be passed through to customers. Indeed, Sysco is already developing strategies to
avoid

that merger efficiencies would flow to customers—what it terms “
”20

”—and has assembled “

The equities also decidedly favor the issuance of a preliminary injunction. The
paramount equitable consideration before the Court is the public interest in enforcement of the
antitrust laws, which favors maintenance of the status quo to preserve the availability of effective
relief pending the outcome of the Commission’s administrative proceeding. Absent preliminary
relief, as of March 3, 2015, Sysco would acquire and begin integrating US Foods; PFG would do
the same with respect to the 11 US Foods distribution centers and associated assets; and
customers would pay the price of the interim harm to competition. If the merger is ultimately
found unlawful after a merits proceeding, the Commission would be left without an effective
remedy to fully restore competition. Accordingly, preliminary relief is justified and necessary
here.
ARGUMENT
Having found reason to believe that the proposed acquisition violates Section 7 of the
Clayton Act and Section 5 of the FTC Act, the Commission seeks a preliminary injunction in this
Court under Section 13(b) of the FTC Act. 15 U.S.C. § 53(b). Preliminary relief will preserve
the status quo and stave off consumer harm until the FTC has exercised its congressionally
20

PX06126-001-002.

7
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vested authority to hold an administrative proceeding and determine, upon a full evidentiary
record, the merger’s legality. FTC v. H.J. Heinz Co., 246 F.3d 708, 713-14 (D.C. Cir. 2001);
FTC v. CCC Holdings, Inc., 605 F. Supp. 2d 26, 35 (D.D.C. 2009).
Under Section 13(b), a preliminary injunction should issue when “such action would be
in the public interest—as determined by a weighing of the equities and a consideration of the
Commission’s likelihood of success on the merits.” Heinz, 246 F.3d at 714. First, to evaluate
the “likelihood of success on the merits” under Section 13(b), this Court must “measure the
probability that, after an administrative hearing on the merits, the Commission will succeed in
proving that the effect of the [proposed] merger ‘may be substantially to lessen competition, or to
tend to create a monopoly’ in violation of section 7 of the Clayton Act.” Heinz, 246 F.3d at 714
(quoting 15 U.S.C. § 18) (emphasis added). To establish likelihood of success on the merits at
this preliminary injunction stage, the Commission—like the Department of Justice in analogous
circumstances—“is not required to establish that the proposed merger would in fact violate
Section 7 of the Clayton Act.” Heinz, 246 F.3d at 714 (emphasis in original). Nor is it “the
district court’s task ‘to determine whether the antitrust laws have been or are about to be
violated. That adjudicatory function is vested in the FTC in the first instance.’” CCC Holdings,
605 F. Supp. 2d at 67 (quoting FTC v. Whole Foods Mkt., Inc., 548 F.3d 1028, 1042 (D.C. Cir.
2008) (Tatel, J., concurring)); accord, FTC v. Staples, Inc., 970 F. Supp. 1066, 1071 (D.D.C.
1997).
Here, the high market share and concentration levels establish a presumption that the
merger is illegal. The direct evidence of fierce head-to-head competition between Defendants
bolsters the Commission’s likelihood of success on the merits. See United States v. Phila. Nat’l
Bank, 374 U.S. 321, 363 (1963); see also Whole Foods, 548 F.3d at 1035.

8
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The second prong of Section 13(b) requires the Court to “weigh the equities” to
determine whether a preliminary injunction is in the public interest. Heinz, 246 F.3d at 726.
“The principal public equity weighing in favor of issuance of preliminary injunctive relief is the
public interest in effective enforcement of the antitrust laws.” Id. Without a preliminary
injunction, Defendants can “scramble the eggs”—that is, merge their operations and make it
extremely difficult, if not impossible, for competition to be restored to its previous state if the
merger is subsequently found to be illegal. FTC v. Weyerhaeuser Co., 665 F.2d 1072, 1085- 86
n.31 (D.C. Cir. 1981). Private equities are “subordinate to public interests and cannot alone
support the denial of preliminary relief.” FTC v. Illinois Cereal Mills, Inc., 691 F. Supp. 1131,
1146 (N. D. Ill. 1988) (citing Weyerhaeuser, 665 F.2d at 1083). Defendants cannot offer any
equities that override the strong public equities favoring preliminary relief.
I. The FTC Is Likely To Succeed On The Merits
Section 7 of the Clayton Act is intended to arrest anticompetitive mergers “in their
incipiency” and, accordingly, requires a prediction of the merger’s likely impact on future
competition. Phila. Nat’l Bank, 374 U.S. at 362 (internal quotation marks omitted). “Congress
used the words ‘may be substantially to lessen competition’… to indicate that its concern was
with probabilities, not certainties”—even on the ultimate merits. Heinz, 246 F.3d at 713 (quoting
Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, 370 U.S. 294, 323 (1962) (emphasis in original)). Thus, in
what is inherently a forward-looking analysis, “certainty, even a high probability, need not be
shown,” even at the merits stage, and “doubts are to be resolved against the transaction.” FTC v.
Elders Grain, Inc., 868 F.2d 901, 906 (7th Cir. 1989); Brown Shoe, 370 U.S. at 323.
In Philadelphia National Bank, the Supreme Court held that “a merger which produces a
firm controlling an undue percentage share of the relevant market, and results in a significant
increase in the concentration of firms in that market, is so inherently likely to lessen competition
9
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substantially that it must be enjoined in the absence of evidence clearly showing that the merger
is not likely to have such anticompetitive effects.” 374 U.S. at 363. Under this long-standing
tenet, courts assess whether a merger violates Section 7 by determining: (1) the “line of
commerce,” or relevant product market; (2) the “section of the country,” or relevant geographic
market; and (3) the merger’s probable effect on competition in the relevant product and
geographic markets. United States v. Marine Bancorp., 418 U.S. 602, 618-23 (1974); Chicago
Bridge & Iron Co. v. FTC, 534 F.3d 410, 422-23 (5th Cir. 2008). “By showing that the proposed
transaction . . . will lead to undue concentration [for a particular product in a particular
geography], the Commission establishes a presumption that the transaction will substantially
lessen competition.” Staples, 970 F. Supp. at 1083; see Heinz, 246 F.3d at 715. Once the
presumption is established, the burden of rebutting the prima facie case shifts to Defendants. See
Marine Bancorp., 418 U.S. at 631; FTC v. Swedish Match, 131 F. Supp. 2d 151, 167 (D.D.C.
2000).
Under this Section 7 burden-shifting framework, Sysco’s proposed acquisition of US
Foods triggers a strong presumption of illegality—both in the merits proceeding and certainly
here—as it creates undue concentration in numerous relevant markets. Defendants cannot rebut
the presumption of illegality stemming from the FTC’s prima facie case; to the contrary, the
evidence confirms the merger’s likely anticompetitive effects.
A. The Acquisition Is Presumptively Unlawful
“The Government may introduce evidence which shows that as a result of a merger
competition may be substantially lessened throughout the country, or on the other hand it may
prove that competition may be substantially lessened only in one or more sections of the country.
In either event a violation of [Section] 7 would be proved.” United States v. Pabst Brewing Co.,
384 U.S. 546, 549 (1966). Here, the proposed merger would substantially lessen competition
10
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both in the provision of broadline distribution to National Customers and to local customers in at
least each of the 32 local geographic markets listed in Appendix A.
1. The Relevant Product Market Is Broadline Distribution
“A ‘relevant product market’ is a term of art in antitrust analysis.” United States v. H&R
Block, Inc., 833 F. Supp. 2d 36, 50 (D.D.C. 2011). The Supreme Court explained that, “[t]he
outer boundaries of a product market are determined by the reasonable interchangeability of use
or the cross-elasticity of demand between the product itself and substitutes for it.” Brown Shoe,
370 U.S. at 325. That is, “courts look at ‘whether two products can be used for the same
purpose, and, if so, whether and to what extent purchasers are willing to substitute one for the
other.’” H&R Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 51 (citation omitted). When conducting this analysis,
courts are to construe product market “narrowly to exclude any other product to which, within
reasonable variations in price, only a limited number of buyers will turn.” Times-Picayune
Publ’g Co. v. United States, 345 U.S. 594, 612 n.31 (1953).
In Brown Shoe, the Supreme Court set forth a series of factors, or “practical indicia,” for
defining a relevant product market. 370 U.S. at 325. Such factors, as described in Brown Shoe
and its progeny, include “the product’s peculiar characteristics and uses, unique production
facilities, distinct customers, distinct prices,” the existence of special classes of customers who
desire particular products and services, “industry or public recognition” of a separate market, and
how the defendants’ own materials portray the “business reality” of the market. Brown Shoe,
370 U.S. at 325; United States v. Grinnell Corp., 384 U.S. 563, 572 (1966); FTC v. Coca-Cola
Co., 641 F. Supp. 1128, 1132 (D.D.C. 1986), vacated as moot, 829 F.2d 191 (D.C. Cir. 1987);
Rothery Storage & Van Co. v. Atlas Van Lines, Inc., 792 F.2d 210, 218 n.4 (D.C. Cir. 1986).
Courts also rely on the hypothetical monopolist test to define a product market. H&R
Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 51-52. This test asks whether a hypothetical monopolist could
11
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profitably impose "a small but significant and nontransit01y increase in price" (SSNIP), typically
five percent, over patticular products or services (if so, that is a relevant market), or whether
customers switching to altemative products or services would make such a price increase
unprofitable (meaning the pmp01ted market is too nanow). See PX06059 (US. Dep 't ofJustice
& Fed. Trade Comm 'n Horizontal Merger Guidelines (2010) (Merger Guidelines))§§ 4.1.1-

4.1.3.21

a. Broadline Distribution Is A Distinct Bundle Of Products And
Services22
Broadline distribution is the warehousing, sale, and distribution of a broad range of
national brand and private label food and food-related products to customers in the foodservice
indushy. Broadliners offer, and customers ofbroadline distribution demand, a distinct
combination of products and services that are not available through other disti·ibution channels,
including a wide anay of stock keeping units (SKUs); a broad selection of private label (i.e. ,
disti·ibutor-brand) products; a frequent and flexible ordering and delivety schedule (including
next-day and emergency delivety); and value-added services, such as order tracking, menu
platming, and nuti·itional aualytics. 23
Under Brown Shoe's practical indicia, broadline disti·ibution is a distinct product market.
Broadline customers require a broadline disti·ibutor and are 1mwilling or unable to replace their
broadliner with an altemative f01m of disti·ibution?4 Specifically, customers attest that they

21

Although not binding, comts often rely on the Mel'ger Guidelines as persuasive authority in antitrust cases. See,
e.g., H&R Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 52 n.10; Staples, 970 F. Supp. at 1082.
22
A fom1 of distribution may be a relevant product market. See, e.g., FTC v. Cardinal Health, Inc. , 12 F. Supp. 2d.
34, 45-46 (D.D.C. 1998) ("wholesale distribution of prescription dtugs"); Staples, 970 F. Supp. at 1074-80 (sale of
office supplies
office supply superstores).
23
PX00431
Decl 1 3; PX00406 •
· P X 0 0 4 4 7 - Decl.)
1 8;
1 4; PX00466
9.
24
PX00401
Decl.) W4-5; r n.vv••v"'Decl.)
11 5-6;
1 4; PX00405
; PX00407
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could not do without the range of products, frequent delivety, ordering flexibility, and valueadded services that broadliners alone provide. Indeed, breadline customers routinely seek bids
only from breadline distributors, to the exclusion of all other fonns of distribution. 25 They
confnm that they could not credibly threaten to switch their business- in totality or in
meaningful prut-to a non-breadline distributor to discipline breadline prices?6 Because
customers prize breadline distribution's distinct attributes and would not switch to another form
of distribution if faced with a SSNIP for breadline services, the hypothetical monopolist test
indicates that breadline distribution is a relevant product market.
Consistent with customer demand, the foodservice industry recognizes and u·eats
breadline distribution as a distinct market. Disu·ibutors regard breadline disu·ibution as sepru·ate
from, and not substitutable with, other types of distribution, and nm their breadline operations
accordingly.27 Breadline disu·ibutors focus primarily, if not almost exclusively, on competition
with other broadliners, principally target known breadline customers, employ sales forces that
focus exclusively on breadline business, and often maintain separate breadline facilities?8
Imp01tantly, broadliners, including Defendants, detennine their pricing for breadline services
based on competition from other broadline distributors?9 See H&R Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 53
(development of "pricing and business su·ategy with [a pruticulru·] market and those competitors
in Inind" is "strong evidence [of] the relevant product market").
Ded.) ~ 3; PX00431 •

PX00427 -

Decl.) ~ 13; PX00439

Decl.)

~4.

8 (noting that-

sent its RFP only to broadliners); PX00432 -

~4.

Decl.)~ 16; PX00402 ~ Decl.)1 11; PX00437 Decl.)1~ 5-6.
PX00412 ~ De"Cr)'ii"3;Px00414 Decl.) ~ 3; PX00415 Decl.) ~ 4; PX00429 Decl.) ~ 7.
· PX00429 .
DecTjij"4; PX00443 Decl.) ~ 2; PX00444
Decl.) ~~ 4, 7.
e.g. , PX00300-001 ; PX01
; PX03084; PX00277-001 ; PX01022; PX01066; PX03035-003; PX03010001; PX00064; PX03068-002; PX00466 .
Decl.) 1 7; PX00415 ~ Decl.) 1 13; PX00451 •
Decl.)
~ 19; PX00429 .
Decl.) ~ 12. See also PX09062 (Israel Decl.) § ~(B).
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Defendants themselves recognize a distinct broadline distribution market.30 Internally,
US Foods defines itself as “1 of 2 national broadline distributors” and conducts its “competitive
assessments” by comparing itself to other broadliners, mainly Sysco.31 US Foods’ owners
characterize broadline distribution as a “

” that “

.”32 US Foods recognizes that broadline distribution is
appropriate for particular types of customers: “

”33 Likewise, Sysco distinguishes between broadline and other types of
distribution, both inside the company, when doing competitive analyses and reporting
profitability,34 and externally, when publicly reporting to investors and marketing to customers.35
Within the market for broadline distribution, it is appropriate to analyze the merger
separately for its effects on National Customers. Because the analysis of the merger’s effect in
the relevant market of broadline distribution sold to National Customers is necessarily
intertwined, and overlapping, with the issue of geographic market definition, it is addressed
below in Section I(A)(2).
b. Other Channels Are Not In The Product Market
Alternative distribution channels are not reasonably interchangeable with broadline
distribution. Brown Shoe instructs that a “product’s peculiar characteristics and uses” may
30

See, e.g., PX03121-009; PX03073-013-031; PX01006-011 (Sysco brand awareness study evaluating broadliners
only); PX03015

); PX00500 (DeLaney (Sysco) IH Tr. at 37-38).
PX03034-006, 011-022; PX03118-005-009 (US Foods, “Market Summary,” Feb. 2011) (showing USF’s market
shares compared to Sysco and other broadliners); PX03001-002; PX00305; PX03061; PX03121-009; PX00281-006.
32
PX03007-004.
33
PX00283-008.
34
PX00500 (DeLaney (Sysco) IH Tr. at 37-39); PX00040-013.
35
PX00023-032-035; PX01062-005-009; PX01006-001.
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distinguish a relevant market. 370 U. S. at 325. Here, the tmique attributes of breadline
distribution contrast significantly with the characteristics and uses of other types of distribution.

i.

Systems Distribution Is Not A Substitute

Systems, or "customized," distribution is not a substitute for breadline distribution.
Systems distt'ibutors provide a more limited an ay of products, to a more limited set of customers,
under a different pricing scheme, with no street sales force,36 and often from different facilities
than breadline distribution centers. All of these factors demonstrate that systems distribution is
outside the relevant product market. See Staples, 970 F. Supp. at 1078 (treating differences in
suppliers' SKU cmmts and customer bases as evidence they are not in the same product market);

Brown Shoe, 370 U.S. at 325 ("tmique production facilities" ar e "practical indicia" that may
distinguish a product market). Specifically, systems distributors mak e large, limited-SKU
deliveries on a fixed schedule and provide no significant value-added services.37 Fmther,
customers cannot pmchase products for which they have not previously contracted with the
manufactmer. In essence, systems distribution amounts to drayage (warehousing and delive1y
alone), with no significant value-added services.
Based on their limited service, high volume delive1y minimums, and relatively inflexible
approach to stocking SKUs, systems distributors primarily serve fast food and some casual
dining restam ant chains (e.g., Bmger King, Potbelly Sandwich Works)?8 Systems customers
generally develop and contract for their high-volume proprietaty products directly with food
manu facturers.39 Systems distribution is incompatible with the requirements of most customers
of breadline distribution, which tend to have broader, more vm·iable menus than quick service
36

PX00491
PX00283
~ 3; PX00441
38
PX00510
PX00404
39
PX0049
37

Decl.) ~ 5.
Decl.) ~ 4-5; PX00455 (DeLaney (Sysco) IH Tr. at 39); PX00415 Decl.) ~ 4; PX00427 Decl.)
Decl.) ~ 4; PX00446 ~ Decl.) ~ 4.
h •·<>ihm,•n (US Foods) IH Tr. at"3"i);"P'Xo0406 .
Decl.) ~ 4; PX00441 Decl.) ~ 4;
.) 1 6; PX00415 Decl.) ~ 6.
Decl.) ~ 4.
r

.1\.\ J V J \J v
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restaurants, smaller "drop sizes" per delivety, require next-day delivery, and often demand
value-added services. h1 fact, systems distributors typically refuse to serve customers (expressly,
or effectively by way of financial penalties) that require too many SKUs, do not have sufficiently
dense and numerous locations, require frequent delivety, or do not purchase sufficiently large
product volumes.40
fu H&R Block, the court found that the defendants' operation and marketing of two

products through "separate business units" supp01ied the fmding that the two products were in
separate relevant markets. 833 F. Supp. 2d at 56. Similarly, here, Sysco manages its broadline
and systems distribution (the latter known as SYGMA) as separate business units, run by
separate executives and operating largely fl'om separate facilities. 41 Defendants' executives
agree that systems distributors do not compete for broadline distribution contract business.

ii.

42

Specialty Distribution Is Not A Substitute

Likewise, specialty distribution is not a reasonable altemative to broadline distribution
and is outside the relevant product market. fu contrast to the wide anay of products broadliners
offer, specialty distt'ibutors cany limited, specialized items-often higher quality and higher
price-in a nanow product categ01y (e.g. , seafood, daity). 43 These product limitations prevent
specialty distt·ibutors from serving as a comprehensive option for customers.44 For these reasons,
specialty distribution serves as a complement to, not a substitute for, broadline distt·ibution, by
providing service that supplements the broadline service that customers rely on for the bulk of
then· food supplies. 45 Tellingly, Sysco acknowledges that it positions its own specialty

PX00491 Decl.) ~ 6; PX00403
Decl.) ~ 7; PX00404- Decl.) ~ 6; r .,._,v~"
41
See also PX00023-032-035; PX00500 (Delaney
42
See, e.g. , PX00506 (Hwnphreys (US F
IH
43
PX00424
Decl.) ~ 4; PX00462
44
PX00402
Decl.) ~ 11;
45
PX00514
) IH Tr. at
40

Decl.) ~ 5; PX00406. Decl.) ~ 4; PX00445 ~
Decl.) ~ 13.
IH Tr. at 37-39).
8).
; PX00454 . . Decl.) ~ 6.
Decl.) ~ 5.
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distribution businesses (e.g. , specialty produce company, FreshPoint) as a complement to its
broadline business-under different brands, in different business units-intended to fill gaps in
46

its broadline offerings.

Indeed, customers do not regard specialty distribution as interchangeable with, or a
substitute for, broadline distribution and declare that they could not economically use a network
of specialty distributors to replace or price-constrain their broadliner. 47 M anaging such a
48

network would be

"

iii.

49

and '-

,so

" if not

Cash-and-Carry Stores Are Not Substitutes

Cash-and-can y stores, such as Costco and Restamant Depot, are not reasonably
interchangeable with broadline distribution and thus are not in the relevant product market.
Cash-and-can y stores are warehouse stores that sell food, equipment, and supplies to members.
They lack the full breadth of items that many customers need,51 contracted and centralized
pmchasing, 52 and consistent products across all facilities.53 Cmcially, with ve1y rare exceptions,
they do not provide delive1y services. To the extent they use cash-and-can y stores, broadline
customers generally use such stores only for limited pmposes, such as filling a tempora1y item
sh01t age. 54
In effect, cash-and-cany stores require a foodservice operator to self-distribute,
transfening an onerous bmden to customers. H&R Block recognized that, "comts in antitmst

46

PX00500
PX00419
48
PX00405
49
PX00411
50
PX00401
51
PX 00405
PX00426
47

52
53

rA\JV"t\J ~

IH Tr. at
1J 4; PX00437
Decl.) ~ 7; see
~ 10; see also PX00464
) ~ 5.
~ 8; PX00410
~ 10; see also
.) ~ 12; PX00403
Decl.) ~ 7;
PX00450
Decl.) ~ 6; PX00445 ~Decl.) ~ 8; PX00465 Decl.) ~ 4;

-Decl.) ~8.
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cases frequently exclude similaT ' self-supply' substitutes from relevant product markets." 833 F.
Supp. 2d at 57-58; accord CCC Holdings, 605 F. Supp. 2d at 41-42. H&R Block reasoned that
the self-supply altemative in controversy-manual tax preparation-was "not a 'product' at all"
but was instead a "task" not included within the relevant market. 833 F. Supp. 2d at 57. On this
basis, the comt found that customers would be lmlikely to switch to the task if confronted with a
SSNIP for the product. Id. The same is tme here. Rather than receiving delive1y from a
broadliner, a cash-and-cany customer must obtain a refrigerated huck in most cases, u·avel to the
store, select their own products, and u·anspOit the products back to their establishment(s). 55 Selfprocurement of food from a cash-and-cany store does not resemble the relevant service-broadline distribution-but instead requires customers to manually perform the disu·ibution
component ofbroadline disu·ibution and forego value-added services.56
As a result, neither cash-and-cany stores57 nor broadline distributors recognize the other
as a reasonably interchangeable altemative. 58 A US Foods document regarding its own cashand-cany operation, CHEF'STORE, sums up the point:

,59

2. The United States Is A Relevant Geographic Market
"The 'relevant geographic market' identifies the geographic area in which the defendants
compete in marketing their products or services." H&R Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 50 n.7
(quoting CCC Holdings, 605 F. Supp. 2d at 37); see also FTC v. Cardinal Health, 12 F. Supp. 2d

55

PX00500 (DeLaney
Decl.) 1 11 ; PX00411
56
PX00445
57
PX00400
PX00477
58
1'+-•Jv::J-vv«,

Decl.) 1 10.
Decl.) 1 7; see also

, 13.
see also PX00444- Decl.) 1 20; PX00510 (Schreibman (US Foods) IH Tr. at 58).
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34, 49 (D.D.C. 1998); PX06059 (Merger Guidelines)§ 4.2. Brown Shoe declared that the
relevant geographic market must "con espond to the commercial realities of the industry" as
determined by a "pragmatic, factual approach" to assessing the industry. 370 U.S. at 336.
While relevant geographic markets "need not ... be defmed with scientific precision," United

States v. Connecticut Nat 'l Bank, 418 U.S. 656, 669 (1974), or by precise "metes and bounds,"
Pabst Brewing, 384 U.S. at 549, the comi must understand "in which pali of the cmmtly
competition is threatened." Cardinal Health , 12 F. Supp. 2d at 49.
As described above, this merger would ha1m competition for two types of customers:
National Customers, with munerous facilities geographically dispersed nationwide or across
multiple regions of the United States; and local customers, whose disti·ibution needs are limited
to a local or regional area. For National Customers, the relevant geographic market in which to
assess the merger's effects is the United States. This national market con esponds with
"commercial realities," i.e. , the way National Customers demand service, the way prices and
te1ms for National Customers are negotiated and applied, and the way Defendants and other
breadline distr·ibutors analyze the market. See Grinnell, 384 U.S. at 575-576; Cardinal Health,
12 F. Supp. 2d at 50.
Breadline distributors compete to serve fom main classes ofNational Customers: (1)
hospitality chains and GPOs; (2) healthcare GPOs; (3) foodservice management companies
(sometimes refened to as "contr·act feeders"); and (4) restamant chains. In each of these classes,
National Customers require breadline distl"ibution at numerous locations dispersed nationally or
across multiple regions of the United States. 60 They enter into contracts with breadline
distributors that, as in Grinnell, "cover[] activities in many States." 384 U.S. at 576.
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Importantly, National Customers negotiate contracts, including with Defendants, that require
broadliners to apply the same price schedules and other terms to their locations or members
throughout the country.61 See id. at 575 (finding a national geographic market where defendants
had “a national schedule of prices, rates, and terms, though the rates may be varied to meet local
conditions”); Cardinal Health, 12 F. Supp. 2d at 50 (finding a national market where “evidence
showed that many GPOs negotiate contracts with several wholesalers, making the same prices
available throughout the country to all members . . . .”).
Likewise, the way in which Defendants built and conduct their businesses reflect the
reality of a national market. See Grinnell, 384 U.S. at 576. Defendants engage in national
planning for National Customers, maintain “national account” teams dedicated to servicing
National Customers,62 negotiate contracts at the national level, offer incentives at the national
level,63 and set nationwide pricing and terms for National Customers.64 The very existence of
Distribution Market Advantage (DMA), a consortium of regional distributors specifically formed
to try to compete for national accounts,65 confirms that, for National Customers, the area of
effective competition is national.
As evidenced by Defendants’ combined dominant market share,66 National Customers
choose—and in many cases, require the ability—to centrally contract with a broadline distributor
with national distribution capabilities, for reasons of efficiency, product and service consistency,

61

PX00509 (Lynch (US Foods) IH Tr. at 117-18).
PX00507 (Kimball (US Foods) IH Tr. at 226-27); PX00509 (Lynch (US Foods) IH Tr. at 46-47); PX01064-001;
see also PX09010-004.
63
See, e.g., PX01086-040.
64
See, e.g., PX00287-008; PX01084.
65
PX00412 (
Decl.) ¶ 3.
66
See Section I(4)(A) infra.
62
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and cost.67 Many National Customers would not- and could not without great difficultyreasonably substitute distributors with only a local or regional presence for national breadline
distribution.68 Even those National Customers that contract with more than one distributor,
including regional broadliners, often requn·e a single national distributor as their anchor. 69 It is
common in the indust1y for large customers to conduct a bid process in which national
geographic coverage is a threshold qualification for hopeful bidders?0 As a result, while
regional distributors pa1iicipate in the market for National Customers at the fringe, they
unifomliy testify that they cannot meaningfully compete for National Customers because of their
liinited geographic reach-a reality home out by then· collectively insignificant market share (see
Section I(4)(a) infra).71 Indeed, regional distributors ' efforts to compete tln·ough DMA show
that they cannot effectively compete for National Customers on their own. 72
Beyond maintaining national sales operations to serve National Customers,73 Defendants
recognize the existence of a national market in other ways as well. US Foods describes itself as

"1 of2 National Breadline Distributors in the U.S.,"74 with the " [a]bility to leverage our national
scale to cost effectively service customers nationally."75 Sysco siinilarly markets itself to

69

PX00436
PX0903
71
PX00429

-2
70

73

~3.

PX00507
(US Foods) IH Tr. at 226-27); PX00509 (Lynch (US Foods) IH Tr. at 46-47); PX01064-001;
see also PX09010-004.
74
PX00228-0 17 (emphasis added).
75
PX03000-014.
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customers as a '

and assesses
77

3. Numerous Local Ar eas Ar e Relevant Geographic Markets
Commercial realities also indicate that, for local customers, local areas across the United
States are the relevant geographic markets in which to assess the transaction's competitive
effects. Relevant local markets are defined as the overlapping trade areas of the Defendants '
distribution centers- i.e. , the locations of the local customers that both Defendants' distribution
centers could serve. 78 See PX06059 (Merger Guidelines)§ 4.2.2 (when suppliers deliver
geographic markets may be most appropriately based on customer locations). These are relevant
geographic markets because they are the areas of competition for local customers most affected
by the merger. See Tampa Elec. Co. v. Nashville Coal Co. , 365 U.S. 320, 327 (1961)
(geographic market analysis st1·ives to locate "the area of effective competition")?9
Broadline distribution competition occms on a local level for those customers whose
distribution needs are limited in scope to a local or regional area. Practically speaking, local
customers tum only to broadline distl-ibutors located within approximately 150 miles of their
foodservice location, and sometimes much closer in dense metl·opolitan areas.80 Broadline
distributors typically generate the majority of their local business from customers located within

76

PX01054-005.
PX03101-020.
78
See PX09062 (Israel Decl.) § IV(A)(1) .
79
For example, the overlapping trade ru·ea of Sysco and US Foods distribution centers near Memphis, Tennessee
constitutes a relevru1t local geographic market for ptuposes of analyzing the effects of the proposed transaction.
Sysco and US Foods both have distribution centers, sales representatives, and support infrastmctme in Memphis.
The pruties can discriminate against customers in Memphis because the customers' distribution altematives to a
price increase ru·e limited to the set ofbroadline distributors that could serve Memphis. The geographic market is
the overlapping trade area of the Defendants, although broadline foodservice distributors located both inside ru1d
outside the boundruy ru·e cow1ted as market pa1ticipants to the extent they could provide distribution setv ices to the
overlapping trade area. See also Section I(4)(b)
80
See PX00425
Decl.) ~ 12; PX00461
Decl ~ 5; PX00458 ~.) ~ 14;
Ded.) ~ 8; PXO~Decl.) ~ 5.
PX00476
Decl.) ~~ 5, 8; rA\JV'+•'-~

77
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a radius of approximately 100 miles of their distribution centers.81 A distribution center's
proximity to its customers impacts the distributor's ability to provide next-day delivety , fill
emergency or last minute orders and ensure on-time delivery.82 Proximity also affects a
distributor's cost to serve, with fati her deliveries costing more.83 Notably, industry pati icipants,
including Defendants, u·ack atld assess local mm·kets using similar meti·opolitan areas and
regions in the ordinary course ofbusiness.84 Appendix A identifies the metropolitan areas and
local regions that m·e relevant geographic markets in which to assess the merger's competitive
effects on local customers.

4. The Merger Would Create Extraordinarily High Market Shares And
Concentration In Each Relevant Market
The proposed merger presumptively violates Section 7 of the Clayton Act and Section 5
of the FTC Act, resulting in dominant market shm·es and substantially increasing concenti·ation in
already concenti·ated relevant mm·kets. A showing that a finn will control an "undue percentage
share of the relevant market" triggers a "presumption that the merger will substantially lessen
competition." Heinz, 246 F.3d at 715. Such mergers are considered presumptively invalid and
must be "enj oined in the absence of evidence clem·ly showing that the merger is not likely to
have such anticompetitive effects." Phi/a. Nat 'l Bank, 374 U.S. at 363; see also Cardinal

Health, 12 F. Supp. 2d at 52; FTC v. PPG Industries, 798 F.2d 1500, 1502-3 (D.C. Cir. 1986).
Traditionally, comis employ a statistical measure called the Herfindahl-Hirshman Index
(HHI) to measure market concenti·ation. This index calculates market concenti·ation by summing

See PX00414 Decl.) ~ 5; PX00424 ~ Ded.) ~ 6; PX00429 Decl.) ~ 10; PX09062 (Israel
Decl.) § IV(A) T~roviding weighted av~elivery distances for ea' r sysco and US Foods broadline
distribution
· see also PX00500
IH Tr. at 16).
82
See
Decl.) ~ 8; PX00461
Decl.) ~ 5; PX00469 Decl.) ~ 6; PX00470
Decl.) ~ 4.
Decl.) ~ 7 PX00473
hvu•.>vv (Humphreys
20·21) .
84
See PX01065-020, 035, 077; PX03125-016; PX03073-015; PX01008-077; PX00414 Decl.) ~ 5 ("Nearly
sales are to customers in thearea."); PX00417 ~ Decl.j"ij"3.
100% of81
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the squares of the individual market share of each market pmi icipant. See Cardinal Health, 12 F.
Supp. 2d at 67. Under the Merger Guidelines, a merger is presumptively anticompetitive if it
increases the HHI by more than 200 points and results in a post-merger HHI exceeding 2,500.
PX06059 (Merger Guidelines)§ 5.3; accord H&R Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 71-72; Heinz, 246
F.3d at 716. Here, the increases in market concentration and the post-merger HHis in each
relevant market far exceed the established thresholds and trigger a strong presumption of
anticompetitive hmm .

a. Market Concentration- Sales To National Customers
The prop osed merger would combine the only two truly n ational breadline distributors,
which together p ossess a dominant shm·e of the market. Even accounting for the minimal sales
that regional breadline distributors collectively gamer from National Customers, the combined
film would enjoy a 75% market share post-merger, with the next largest competitor, DMA,
having only 11%.85 The post-merger HHI would reach 5,836, an increase of 2,800 points from
the already highly concentrated pre-merger level. This increase in concentration is fourteen

times the threshold that triggers the presumption in highly concentrated markets such as here.

5,625

11%
5%
1%
8%

Unipro/MUG
Other (Regionals)
Total Market

85

See PX09062 (Israel Ded.) § III(C) n. l 83.
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25
1
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64

64

3,036

5,836
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Moreover, according to Defendants' own documents, the merged firm would enjoy an
even more dominant share in certain classes ofNational Customers. For example, intemal
documents suggest that the merged fum would enj oy a virtual monopoly in the sale of breadline
distribution to National Customers in the healthcare segment.

86

The combined market share, market concentration, and increases in concentration here
exceed the levels that have created a presumption of illegality and wananted injunctions in p ast
merger cases.

30%

N/A

N/A

Enjoined

37.2%
39.9%

1,431

3,079

Enjoined

60%

1,514

4,733

Enjoined

32.8%

510

5,285

Enjoined

70%
65%

2,035
545

5,685

28.4%

400

4,691

Enjoined

75%

2,800

5,836

TBD

Enjoined

b. Market Concentration- Sales To Local Customers
Separate from hmm to National Customers, the proposed merger tlueatens
anticompetitive hmm in 32 local markets, as detailed in Appendix A. h1 each of these markets,
Defendants' combined market share, the HHI, and the increase in concentration triggers a
presumption of illegality tmder Supreme Court precedent and the Merger Guidelines.
Regardless of the precise delineation, many local markets would be highly concentrated as a
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result of the transaction.87 The competitors in each local market are the firms to which
customers could practicably turn for broadline foodservice distribution. Thus, firms that
compete in the local market may be located outside the boundaries of the geographic market,
provided that they deliver or could deliver into the specified locality. Even so, Defendants’
market shares, the HHIs, and the increases in concentration in the relevant geographic markets
are staggering.
The market shares that Defendants calculate in the ordinary course of business are
consistent with these extremely high shares and, in some areas, paint an even bleaker picture for
customers. For example, a US Foods internal M&A Strategy document reports shares for US
Foods and Sysco, respectively, in Columbia, South Carolina (
Carolina (

); and in Roanoke, Virginia (

); in Raleigh, North
).88 In fact, Defendants

themselves recognize that they are the top two distributors in nearly every local market.89
B. Defendants Cannot Rebut The Strong Presumption Of Illegality
With the presumption of illegality established, the burden shifts to Defendants to rebut
the presumption by “produc[ing] evidence that ‘show[s] that the market-share statistics [give] an
inaccurate account of the [merger’s] probable effects on competition’ in the relevant market.”
Heinz, 246 F.3d at 715 (quoting United States v. Citizens & S. Nat’l Bank, 422 U.S. 86, 120
(1975)). Here, Defendants bear a particularly heavy burden based on the strength of the prima
facie case. See H&R Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 72 (the stronger the prima facie case, the more
evidence defendants must present to rebut the presumption). Defendants cannot meet their

87

Dr. Israel has calculated market shares using several alternative metrics, each of which confirms the commanding
position occupied by Defendants. See United States v. Bazaarvoice, Inc., 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 3284 *70 (N.D.
Cal. 2014) (finding a prima facie Section 7 violation because various market share metrics “each…reveals the same
basic market structure: that [defendants] are the two dominant providers and they have a combined market share in
excess of 50 percent”). For detailed methodology, see PX09062 (Israel Decl.) § IV(A)(1).
88
PX03073-025.
89
PX00508 (Lederer (US Foods) IH Tr. at 226-27); PX03118-005.
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burden. Even if they could come forward with evidence to rebut the presumption, the
Commission has assembled evidence—including evidence of likely unilateral effects—that
easily meets its “ultimate burden of persuasion” that the proposed merger is likely to
substantially lessen competition. Id. at 50.
1. The Merger Would Eliminate Critical Head-To-Head Competition
Voluminous evidence of likely anticompetitive effects reinforces the Commission’s
likelihood of success on the merits. Where, as here, two merging parties are close competitors
for the business of National Customers and in numerous local markets, the merger is of particular
concern because elimination of close competition is likely to result in unilateral anticompetitive
effects. See PX06059 (Merger Guidelines) § 6.1. “A merger is likely to have unilateral
anticompetitive effects if the acquiring firm will have the incentive to raise prices or reduce
quality after the acquisition, independent of competitive responses from other firms.” H&R
Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 81. When analyzing unilateral effects, “῾[t]he extent of direct
competition between the products sold by the merging parties is central,’” as the inquiry is
focused on the effect of eliminating the direct competition between the merging firms. Id.
(quoting Merger Guidelines § 6.1).
Facing similar mergers, courts in this Circuit have found that eliminating a significant
competitor makes it highly likely that the merged entity can charge supracompetitive prices. See
Swedish Match, 131 F. Supp. 2d at 169 (“[A] unilateral price increase . . . is likely after the
acquisition because it will eliminate one of Swedish Match’s primary direct competitors.”); H&R
Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 88-89 (finding unilateral effects likely in a merger between the second
and third largest firms in the relevant market); Staples, 970 F. Supp. at 1083 (finding unilateral
anticompetitive effects where the transaction “would eliminate significant head-to-head
competition” between the merging parties). The substantial evidence of head-to-head
27
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competition between Defendants, including expeli economist Dr. Israel's empirical analysis,90
demonstrate that the merger would cause significant anticompetitive hatm and should be
enjoined consistent with the relevant case law.

a. The Merger Would Substantially Lessen Competition In The National
Market
For National Customers, Sysco and US Foods are unquestionably each other's closest
competitor. 91 To take one of many examples, a US Foods document states that "U.S. Foods is
... one of only two national breadline foodservice distributors . . ." and discusses "[US Foods']
margins . . . vs. Sysco (closest competitor with similar business mix)." 92 Defendants have
competitive attributes that are unmatched by other distributors in the industiy. For example, they
are the laTgest breadline distt·ibutors with the broadest and deepest selection of products.
Additionally, they are the only single-fum breadline disu·ibutors with nationwide reach and the
ability to offer consistent products and unif01m pricing throughout the United States.93 These are
among the vety attributes that make Defendan ts the top choices for many National Customers.
Defendants' rivahy is intense. In both competitive requests for proposals (RFPs) and
contt·act negotiations with customers, Defendants frequently discount prices, offer incentives,
and improve service tetms to keep and take business from each other. 94 Customer testimonT 5

90

See PX09062 (Israel Ded.) § III( C).
PX00404 Decl
PX00406
•
Decl.) 1 13; PX00418
1 18; PX00431 Decl.)
~ Deci.j"fh; PX00439
91

Decl.) 1 7; PX00403
· PX00419
Decl.) 1
1 11 ; PX00441

Decl.)1 14; PX00402 PX00421 Decl.)
Decl.) 1 15; PX00437
) 1 10; PX00445 ~

Decl.)iii6.
92

PX03004-001 ; see also PX03001-002
) (emphasis added).
See PX03032-042 ("Minimal differentiation between USF and om· major rival; 'US Foodservice and Sysco are
interchangeable. "'); PX01 047-026.
94
Decl.) 1 7; PX00403
Decl.) 1 14; PX00402 PX00404 Decl
· PX00406
•
Decl.) 1 13; PX00418
· PX00419
PX00421 Decl.)
1 17; PX00431 Decl.)
Decl.) 1
Decl.) 1 15; PX00437
~ Deci.jii'b; PX00439
1 11 ; PX00441
) 1 10; PX00445 ~

-

Decl.)fi6.
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and Defendants’ documents96 are rife with examples of this intense competition resulting in
significant benefits to customers, including lower prices97 and upfront incentive payments.98
Additionally, Defendants compete to win customers in “

”99 or on non-

price factors, such as ordering platforms and other customer-facing technology, timeliness of
deliveries, fill rates (i.e., product compliance), value-added services such as menu planning
applications, and more.100 The vigorous competition on service is highlighted by Sysco’s
, which, after noting the latter’s service innovations,
”101

asked “

Economic expert Dr. Israel’s empirical study of Defendants’ bidding history shows that
Sysco and US Foods are overwhelmingly the top two choices for National Customers.102 Each
Defendant is most often the runner-up when the other wins, with other distributors appearing as
bidders only intermittently.103 Sysco’s data on RFP wins indicate that Sysco loses to US Foods
approximately two and a half times as often as the next-closest competitor (DMA), and reports
US Foods as the winner more often than all other competitors combined.104 Likewise, US
Foods’ RFP win data reports Sysco as the winner more often than all other competitors
combined.105

95

PX00436 (
Decl.) ¶ 15; PX00437 (
Decl.) ¶ 12; PX00439 (
Decl.) ¶ 10.
96
See, e.g., PX00286-002; PX01061-001; PX03064-001; PX03086-002.
96
See, e.g., PX03084-001; PX00300-001; PX01032-001; PX03103-011; PX00277-001.
97
See, e.g., PX00404 (
Decl.) ¶ 5; PX00402 (
Decl.) ¶ 9.
98
See, e.g., PX01066-001-002.
99
PX03103-003.
100
See, e.g., PX01010-007, 021-022; PX00281-012.
101
PX01010-015.
102
See PX09062 (Israel Decl.) § III(C).
103
Id.
104
Id.
105
Id.

(
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Consequently, Defendants are the key, if not only, constraints on each other's prices in
most instances, as National Customers testify. 106

.

107

Only Defendants consistently meet those requirements.

Even outside an RFP, in bilateral contract renegotiatiollS, the threat alone that a customer
will pit Defendants against each other has yielded huge concessions. 108

Consequently, National Customers across all
classes, including hospitality, foodservice management companies, healthcare, and restaurants,
state that the merger will likely have anticompetitive effects. no

b. The Merger Would Substantially Lessen Competition In Numerous
Local Markets
Similarly, the merger would substantially lessen competition and thereby decrease
Sysco's need or incentive to compete aggressively in the relevant local geographic markets.
Cunently, Defendants' sales representatives compete fiercely with each other on a daily basis in
each relevant market. Among other things, they cut prices, sweeten tetms, and offer upfront
financial incentives to win business from each other.lll Typical of this rivahy, Sysco internally

Decl.), 13; PX00407 Decl.) , 13; PX00436 -

Decl.), 13; PX00419 -

Decl.) ~ 11 ; PX00437 -

5.
Ded.) ~ 12; PX00436
~ 14; PX00403

Decl.) , 15; PX00401 -

Ded.), 11 ;

Decl.) , 9; PX00441

Decl.)

Decl.),14;PX00406 ~ 11 ;

13.
; PX03036-002; PX01012; PX03022-023, 025.
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"

112

The Sysco Regional

,113

President's response was '

While one or more other breadline distributors are present in the local geographic
markets, Sysco and US Foods are the stmngest distributors and closest competitors across a
range of competitively significant attributes. For example, Defendants have greater product
breadth, 114 broader private label product pmtfolios,115 and more value-added services 116 than
local and regional breadline distributors. Defendants also generally have larger distribution
centers, more sales representatives, and more tmcks than local breadline distributors. 117
The following are just three examples of the many local geographic markets in which the
merger would substantially reduce competition.

i.

Columbia/Charleston, SC Market

Defendants are, by far, the two most significant breadline distribution options for
foodservice customers in Columbia/Charleston, South Carolina. Post-merger, Defendants would
have a combined market share of 72% and the HHI would increase 2,264 points to 5, 731. 118
Defendants' business docmnents and customer testimony evince the direct, head-to head
competition between Sysco and US Foods that the merger would eliminate. Sysco's documents
repeatedly identify US Foods as Sysco's largest and most formidable competitor in the
Columbia/Charleston market, specifying that US Foods' competitive tactics include aggressive

112

PX01033-001.
PX01033-001.
114
See, e.g. , PX00411
Decl.) ~ 6; PX00420
Decl.)
Decl.) ~ 9.
See, e.g. , PX00414
PX00417
116
See, e.g., PX00409
~ 6; PX00472
117
Compare, e.g.,
Decl.) 5,
and PXO 1093 native; PXO 1
native; PXO 1097 native.
118
See PX09062 (Israel Decl.) fVI(A) Table 34. 113

n
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119

pricing through

120

US Foods describes itself as

Sysco consistently catches US Foods' attention by being

aggressive on price.12 1 Defendants dismiss the next-largest competitor in the market, PFG, as

.

122

Area customers share this view ofPFG.123

Customers credit the
"

124

Given the lack of viable altematives to constrain a dominant

Sysco post-merger, customers in this market understandably fear higher prices and reduced
service levels if the proposed merger occurs.125 As one local independent restaurant owner
"

explained: '-

126

These

concems about the merger are hardly speculative: since the merger's annmmcement, Sysco's
sales representatives have threatened customers that do not immediately sign contracts with
Sysco with reduced service levels after the merger occurs.127
ii.

Omaha/Council-Bluffs, NEliA Market

Likewise, Defendants are customers' top choices for broadline distribution in the
Omaha/Cmmcil-Bluffs ("Omaha") market. Customers ' ove1w helming preference for
Defendants, in contrast to any other local distributors, is evident from Defendants' combined

11 9

PXO1065-077; see also PXO 1008-077; PXO 1085-001-004.
PX03073-015, 025; accord PX00416 Ded.) ~~ 12-13.
121
See, e.g. , PX03135-001-002.
122
PX01065-077.
123
PX00426
124
PX00452
- Decl.)
PX00481
120

.
127

423
PX00452
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market shar e of 90%, as well as Defendants' documents and customers ' declarations.128 The
merger would increase market concentration by 1,475 points to 8,224.129 Defendants' intem al
business materials reveal their intense rivahy for customers in Omaha. U S Foods intemally
recognizes "pricing pressure from Sysco ... " 130 and that Sysco is "attacking our biz." 131

II

132

Omaha customers testify that their ab ility to switch, or threaten to switch, between Sysco
and US Foods has yielded lower prices, better product quality, and better service. 133 The nextlargest breadline distributor serving the area, Cash-Wa, is significantly smaller than Defendants,
both in sales and in product offerings. 134 Cash-Wa 's nearest distribution center is located 180
miles from Omaha, putting it at a significantly greater distance from customers th an Defendants,
which is a meaningful competitive disadvantage. 135
iii.

Raleigh/Durham, NC Market

Defendants are also the most significant breadline distribution options in the
Raleigh/Durham market, with a combined share of 74%. 136 US Foods intemally assesses itself
137

Defendants' own docmnents show that their local rivahy has produced a host of benefits
to area customers, including hefty signing incentives 138 and the elimination of fuel surcharges. 139
128

See PX09062 (Israel Decl.) § VI(A) Table 34.

Id.
PX03022-025.
131
PX03035-002.
132
PX03035-003.
133
PX00468
PX00473
Decl.) 1
129
130

Decl.) 1 7; PX00469 ~467
16 ; PXO~

Decl.) 1 12.

134

1 5; PX00468 Decl.) 17.
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As one local restaurant owner attests,

,140

Customers describe the limited altemative distributors in the area as higher priced and
generally inferior to Defendants across product an d service dimensions. 141 Unsmprisingly,
customers in the Raleigh/Durham market are concem ed that the merger will lead to higher prices
and inferior setvice. 142 According to

, 143

2. Sysco's Proposed Expansion ofPFG Through Divestiture Does Not
Address The Merger's Anticompetitive Harm
Defendants' Febmruy 2, 2015 agreement to divest 11 of US Foods' 61 distribution
centers to PFG (the "proposed divestiture") would not remedy the merger's anticompetitive
hrum, either for National Customers or in a number of local mru·kets. 144 Even with 11 more
distribution centers, PFG would still be less than one-third the size of the pre-merger US Foods
in tetms of sales to National Customers, and approximately halfthe size of the current US Foods
on other key metrics that affect competitive might. The gulf between PFG and the merged
Sysco/US Foods would be even greater.
138

PX01142: PX01143.
PXO 1043:
140
PX00411
Decl.) ~ 11 ; see also PX00457
141
PX00461
Decl.) ~~ 10-11 ; PX00457
Decl.) ~9.
142
Decl.) ~ 12; PX00457
PX00479
Decl.) ~ 10; PX00487
Decl.) ~ 15.
143
PX00440 ~ Ded.) ~ 8.
144
The US Fo~bution centers proposed for divestiture are Cleveland, OH; Corona, CA; Denver, CO; Kansas
City, KS; Las Vegas, NV; Mitmeapolis, MN; Phoenix, AZ; Salt Lake City, UT; San Diego, CA; San Francisco, CA;
and Seattle, WA.
139
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PFG + divestimre
US Foods
Combined Sysco/US
Foods
minus divestinrre

$48.2

122

Notwithstanding the proposed divestiture, Defendants' combined national market share
of 70% and the post-merger HHI of 5,000 (a 2,000 point increase) would still wanant a strong
presumption that the merger is illegal. 145 Impmtantly, even with 11 additional distribution
centers, PFG's geographic network would have significant gaps, making PFG a significantly less
attractive altemative for the business ofNational Customers than US Foods is today, as
customers attest. 146 Cunently, US Foods competes with a network of 61 distribution centers
that, as it describes when competing for National Customers, are "strategically located across the
coun1ly." 147 With the divestiture, however, PFG would have only 35 disu·ibution centers,
leaving it with significant coverage gaps in, among other areas, westem and cenu·al New York;
Detroit and other patis of Michigan; Indianapolis; West Virginia; westem and cenu·al
Pennsylvania; Albuquerque; Iowa; Oklah oma City; Omaha and other pa1ts of Nebraska; and
West Texas 148- all areas served today by one or more nem·by US Foods (and Sysco) disu·ibution
centers.
PFG's spm·ser network would require it to travel greater distances than US Foods does
today to serve many National Customer locations, thereby increasing its u·ansportation costs to

145

S ee PX09062 (Israel Decl.) § VI(C)(3) n.457.
PX00474 .
Supp. Decl.) 1 3; PX00480 ~ Supp. Decl.) 1 9; PX00475 Supp. Decl.) ,, 7-12.
147
PX00228-004; see also PX00640-004; PX09~el Decl.) §VI(B).
148
PX00488 Supp. Decl.) 1 12; PX00492 ~ Supp. Ded.) 1 3; PX00478 ~
Supp. Decl.) 1 6; PX00514 -)~ PX00493 Supp. Decl.)"'ii""'
146
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serve customers relative to US Foods. 149 Specifically, labor costs, fuel costs, and maintenance

°

costs increase as a disti·ibutor travels greater distances. 15 Customers confim1 this 151 and attest
that PFG's need to deliver fi·om greater distances heightens their concerns about PFG's ability to
bid as aggressively as, and to serve as a cost-competitive replacement for, US Foods. 152 In
addition to higher delivety costs, PFG would also likely face higher product costs fi·om suppliers
than US Foods does today because of PFG's smaller purchasing volume.153 Thus, it is unlikely
that PFG would be cost competitive compared to the pre-merger US Foods. See FTC v. Libbey,
Inc., 211 F. Supp. 2d 34, 46-48 (D.D.C. 2002) (enjoining merger, and fmding that the proposed

divestiture buyer likely would face higher costs than the acquired company).
Distribution over greater distances would also impede PFG's ability to provide service
levels comparable to what US Foods ctmently provides to National Customers. Next-day
delivery , on-time delivety, and timely responses to missing orders or other customer emergencies
are extremely important to breadline customers. Delivering over relatively greater distances
would compromise PFG's ability to provide these services as effectively as US Foods. 154

PX00495
Supp. Ded.) ~~ 2-3; PX00475- Supp. Decl.) ~ 8; PX00480- Supp. Decl.)
9; PX004
Decl.) ~ 3.
150
PX00506 Imrtplu·eys (US Foods) IH Tr. at 20-21); see also PX00458 Decl.) ~ 10; PX00495Supp. Decl.) ~ 3.
151
S ee PX09007-035; PX00514
IH Tr. at 78-80); PX00403
Decl.) ~ 10.
152
See PX00474 .
Supp.
Supp. Decl.)
8, 12; J: ..'>.\ JV'T<JV
Supp. Decl.)
149

~

mr

~

5.

153

See PX00460
PX00502 (J
Decl.) ~ 3; PX00480
Decl.) ~ 4; PX00461
154

Decl.) ~ 13; PX00449
IH Tr. at 100-101); r AIJV'T<>o
Decl.) ~ 9; PX00475
Decl.) ~ 11 ;
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PFG also falls faT sh01i of US Foods in tetms of the depth and breadth of its product
offerings,

.

157

According to

customers, PFG's more limited product portfolio renders it inferior to US Foods and,,158

PFG is also unable to match the value-added services that US Foods offers to National
Customers, especially in the healthcare segment, where today US Foods offers highly
sophisticated menu planning, nutritional analytics, and financial rep01ting tools, and has
representatives with healthcare expetiise who are available to offer guidance. 159 Defendants '
plan to address this PFG expetiise deficit by encouraging a fraction of US Foods' national
account employees to transfer to PFG is woefully inadequate.
Finally, on top of these challenges, the divestiture canies en01mous execution risk. PFG
has never acquired more than two distribution centers at once. Under the proposed divestiture, it
will attempt to integrate more than five times that number while, at the same time,. Meanwhile, PFG will tiy

Decl.), 10; PX00441 Decl.) , 5; PX00514 Supp. Decl.) , 6.

Decl.) , 7; PX00461
) IH Tr. at 100); PX00474 .

-
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to enter a maTket (national breadline distribution) that it has never meaningfully competed in;
attempt to recruit US Foods employees; manage and ultimately transition a complex IT interface;
license US Foods' private label products while also trying to convert customers to its own
private label products; significantly expand its private label product line to fill segment-specific
gaps and compete with the merged fitm; and seek to retain US Foods customers, among many
other transition issues. These stumbling blocks have the potential to jeopardize PFG's inherited
customer relationships and also undetmine its ability to secure future National Customers.
In isolation, any one of the issues described above could stifle PFG's ability to fill the
competitive void left by US Foods. Cumulatively, these obstacles appear insmmountable. If the
divestitme fails or falls short, countless customers will be banned. And in any event, the
proposed divestiture does nothing to address the merger' s likely anticompetitive effects in a
number of local markets, including Omaha, Raleigh/Durham, Columbia/Charleston, and
Southwest Virginia.

3. Remaining Competitors Cannot Constrain The Merged Firm
Neither a regional consortium, such as DMA, nor an ad hoc network of regional
distributors could discipline the merged fum's pricing and services to National Customers. Postmerger, DMA-a cooperative of regional distributors-would be the only other player with nontrivial sales to National Customers. Despite its best effmts, DMA remains 1.mattractive to many
National Customers. An ad hoc regional network is even more disjointed and less attractive.
Indeed, National Customers identify significant disadvantages to using consmtia or ad hoc
regional networks, and a substantial number of customers do not find them to be close substitutes
t~r interchangeable at all with-Sysco and US Foods. 160 Deficiencies include gaps in

See P X 0 0 4 0 1 - - Decl.), 15; PX00403 Decl.) ~ 14; PX00404- Decl.)
~ 11 ; PX00406 ~0407 - Decl.) ~ 10; PX00418- Decl.) ~ 20; PX00419
160
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geographic coverage, a lack of coordination among members, product inconsistency, and higher
costs. 161

Empirical analysis of Defendants' bidding records aligns with this assessment ofDMA's
competitive viability, showing that many customers exclude cons01tia from RFPs. Even in those
instances when consortia pmticipate, they win few National Customer accounts. 163
Critically, customers state that even if Sysco raised prices (e.g. , lessened discounts or
discontinued financial incentives) post-merger, they would accept higher prices rather than tum
to a regional network. 164 This is not smprising because many National Customers contract with
Defendants specifically to obtain the advantages offered by a single national distributor.
Splitting off geographies or product lines in response to a price increase would necessarily strip a
customer of the benefits it deliberately bargained for, generating product and service
inconsistencies, dismpting a single point of contact, and undermining other efflciencies. 165
Even National Customers that use one or more regional distributors for some fraction of
their business state that their network must be anchored by a fully national distributor, making

Decl.) 1 9; PX00431 .
Decl.) 1 15; PX00432 Decl.) 1 14; PX00442 Decl.)
1 15; PX00445 . . Decl.) 11 16- 17.
161 Id.
162
PX00412 Decl) 117, 11.
163
See PX090"621israel Decl.) § III(C) (Sysco!US Foods Win Loss Repmt (compiled from Sysco and US Foods
intemal documents and testimony)).
164
See,
PX00431
Decl.) 1 15; PX00437 Decl.) 1 13; PX00441 Decl.) 1 11 ;
PX00445
165
Decl.) 1 10; PX00466 . .Decl.) 16
Decl.) 11 7, 12.
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Defendants a "must have" for these customers, too. 166 For example, before the merger,-

The fact that, post-merger, Sysco would be able
to target National Customers that require, or are most effectively served by, a national distributor
rather than a network of regional distributors makes a reduction in competition for such
customers especially hannful. Defendants are familiar with these customers' purchasing
requirements from years of providing service or competing for their business (not to mention
explicit RFP requirements for national coverage), positioning them to home in on such customers
and negotiate customer-specific prices (that is, price discriminate) accordingly. 168 See PX06059

(Merger Guidelines)§ 8 ("[n]ormally, a merger that eliminates a supplier whose presence
contributed significantly to a buyer's negotiating leverage will hrum that buyer.").
National Customers would also face financial penalties if they "cruved off' regions or
product lines. They would lose significant discounts associated with their overall purchasing
volume 169 and face reduced se1vice if their overall purchases from a given distributor no longer
wananted frequent deliveries. 170 National Customers state that Defendants know the detriments
of splitting business among distributors and would consider any threat to do so an empty one. 171
Consequently, most customers cannot constrain Defendants with such threats today and would
remain unable to do so after the merger. 172 Likewise, for local customers, the ve1y same

PX00436 Decl.) ~ 19; PX00437 Decl.) ~ 8.
PX031 06-002.
168
See, e.g., PX03010-001 ; see also PX03103-004, 011 ; PX09036; PX09037; PX09038-002.
169
PX00466
· PX00445 ~ Decl.)
· PX00404 - - Decl.) ~ 10; PX00406 .
Decl.)
~ 6;
Decl.) ~ 7; PX00419
DecT)ii"'8."""'
170
PX00480
) ~ 11 ; PX00466
6.
171
PX00437
Decl.) 1 5; PX00480
1 11; PX00466
~ 6.
172
PX00480
Supp. Decl.) ~ 11 ;
~ 6; PX00405
Decl.) 1 7;
Decl.) ~ 16.
PX00402
.) ~ 11 ; PX00401
166
167
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limitations that have relegated many regional distributors to a minor presence today would
render them incapable of constraining Sysco post-merger—when it is larger and more dominant.
4. Entry And Expansion Would Not Be Timely, Likely, Or Sufficient
Defendants bear the burden of proving that “῾entry into the . . . market[s] would likely
avert [the proposed transaction’s] anticompetitive effects.’” Staples, 970 F. Supp. at 1086
(quoting United States v. Baker Hughes Inc., 908 F.2d 981, 989 (D.C. Cir. 1990)). Speculative
entry or expansion will not suffice. To meet their burden, Defendants must show at least a
“reasonable probability” of sufficient entry. Chicago Bridge, 534 F.3d at 430 n.10. Entry must
be “‘timely, likely, and sufficient in its magnitude, character, and scope to deter or counteract the
competitive effects of concern.’” H&R Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 73 (quoting Merger Guidelines
§ 9); see also CCC Holdings, 605 F. Supp. at 47. Defendants cannot satisfy this high standard.
Market participants recognize the difficulty of successful entry.

”173 They recognize
that these requirements amount to “high barriers to entry for scale players.”174 Broadline
distributors confirm that it would be time-consuming and difficult to achieve the national
geographic coverage necessary to compete effectively;
175

The history of entry—or lack thereof—into the national market speaks volumes. See
Cardinal Health, 12 F. Supp. 2d. at 57 (“the history of entry into the relevant market is a central
factor in assessing the likelihood of entry in the future.”). For more than a decade, Defendants
alone have dominated the national broadline distribution market. Despite some efforts by
173

PX03007-005.
PX03003-005.
175
PX00415 (
174

Decl.) ¶ 18; PX00444 (

Decl.) ¶¶ 12-14; PX00429 (
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Decl.) ¶ 29.
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regional distributors to band together in consortimns to compete for National Customers, a tmly
significant third national player has failed to materialize.
Similarly, expansion and entry into local markets is fraught with obstacles and would not
be timely, likely, or sufficient to counteract the anticompetitive effects the merger would inflict
in the relevant local geographic markets. Expansion by either fold-out constm ction (i.e.,
building a distribution center in an area adjacent to a cunent service area) or "greenfield" ently

(i.e ., building a new disti·ibution center in a new area) would be fmancially risky, expensive, time
consuming, and logistically challenging. Further, both greenfield and fold-out ently require a
disti·ibutor to undertake the time-consuming steps to establish a knowledgeable local sales force,
develop a customer base, and progressively build warehouse capacity, so as not to waste millions
of dollars, including on perishable inventmy for which there is not yet customer demand. 176
Even after a new disti·ibution center is operational, it takes many years to achieve sales volume
similar to established broadliners. 177 Defendants ' docmnents an d testimony from regional
disti·ibutors explain that it can take years for a distributor to hone its local reputation and
customer relationships, optimize its warehouse capacity, and achieve profitability. 178
Again, the histmy of ently is instructive. For example,
179

•

Since its opening, this distribution center

has shuggled to win business and establish itself as a competitive threat. 180

-

PX00415 Decl.)~ 20 ; PX00416 Decl.)~ 11 ; PX00417 ~ Decl.)~ 12;
Decl.) ~ 10.
Decl ~ 25; PX00434
Supp. Decl.) ~ 7.
Decl.) ~ 27 .
Decl.) ~ 20; PX00207-001 ; PX00424 ~ Decl.)~ 7; PX00429 Decl.) ~ 7.
Decl.) 8-9.

'ill

n
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,181

Similarly,

183

5. Defendants' Efficiencies Defense Fails
No com1 has ever relied on efficiencies to rescue an othetwise unlawful transaction, let
alone a transaction such as this, which threatens serious competitive harm in numerous
geographic mar·kets. See CCC Holdings, 605 F. Supp. 2d at 73; Heinz, 246 F.3d at 720-21
(relying on the Merger Guidelines' statement that "efficiencies almost never justify a merger to
monopoly or near-monopoly" and holding that defendants failed to put fotih "proof of
extraordina1y efficiencies" to save the merger). Here, any efficiencies defense that Defendants
might advance cannot save this anticompetitive transaction.
Defendants bear a heavy bmden to substantiate their efficiencies claims such that an
independent party can "verify by reasonable means the likelihood and magnitude of each
asselied efficiency, how and when each would be achieved (and any costs of doing so), how each
would enhance the merged fitm's ability and incentive to compete, and why each would be
merger-specific." H&R Block, 833 F. Supp. 2d at 89 (quoting Merger Guidelines§ 10); see also

Staples, 970 F. Supp. at 1089-90. As described in the Declar·ation of efficiencies expe11 Rajiv B.
Gokhale, Defendants have failed to provide substantiation that would allow for independent
verification of their claimed efficiencies. 184 Moreover, Defendants could achieve substantial
p01iions of the alleged efficiencies independently, without this merger, and thus these
181

PX03096·00 ·see also PX03053-003; PX03054-003
· PX01072-00I.

183

Id. ~ 12.
See PX09063 (Gokhale Decl.) ~ 13.

184
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efficiencies are not merger specific. 185 In fact, many of Defendants' alleged efficiencies are costcutting initiatives that Defendants are already implementing independently today, and could
continue absent the merger, rendering these projected savings not merger specific, and thus not
cognizable. See H&R Block, 833 F. Supp 2d at 90 ("If a company could achieve ce1tain cost
savings without any merger at all, then those stand-alone cost savings cannot be credited .... ").
As such, the great majority of Defendants ' claimed efficiencies will not be cognizable.
Defendants' efficiencies defense also fails because they cannot show that the merged fum
would pass savings on to customers. See, e.g., Saint Alphonsus Med. Ctr. -Nampa Inc. v. St.
Luke's Health Sys., Ltd. , No. 14-35173, 2015 WL 525540, at **9-11 (9th Cir. Feb. 10, 2015);
FTC v. University Health, 938 F.2d 1206, 1223 (11th Cir. 1991); CCC Holdings, 605 F. Supp.
2d at 74. To the contra1y, Sysco is ah"eady developing strategies to avoi d - of postmerger
-

" and has assembled
"

186

Thus, even assuming for the sake of argument that Defendants' purpo1ted

efficiencies are merger-specific and achievable, most customers would not benefit from those
savings. Rather, Sysco's economic incentive post-merger would be to price less aggressively
than it would without the merger, as it faces reduced competition innumerous markets. 187
II. The Equities Heavily Favor A Preliminary Injunction
"No comt has denied relief to the FTC in a [Section] 13(b) proceeding in which the FTC
has demonstrated a likelihood of success on the merits." FTC v. ProMedica Health System, Inc.,
2011 WL 1219281 at *60 (N.D. Ohio 2011); see also PPG, 798 F.2d at 1508 (establishment of a
likelihood of success "weighs heavily in favor of a prelimina1y injunction .... ") (quoting
Weyerhaeuser, 665 F.2d at 1085). "Only 'public equities' that benefit consumers" can tnunp
See PX09063 (Gokhale Decl.) ~ 13(a).
PX06126-001-002.
187
See PX09062 (Israel Decl.) § V(C).
185
186
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the Commission’s showing of likely success on the merits. CCC Holdings, 605 F. Supp. 2d at
75-76 (citing Whole Foods, 548 F.3d at 1041 (Brown, J.)).
The paramount public equity favoring injunctive relief is the “public interest in effective
enforcement of the antitrust laws,” Heinz, 246 F.3d at 726, as Congressional concern for antitrust
enforcement was the genesis of Section 13(b). Whole Foods, 548 F.3d at 1035 (Brown, J.)
(citing Heinz 246 F.3d at 726). The inherent difficulties of divesting integrated assets after a
merger has been consummated also weighs in favor of injunctive relief. Id.; accord FTC v. Dean
Foods Co., 384 U.S. 597, 606 n.5 (1966).
Allowing this merger to close before the merits proceeding is completed would
irreparably harm the public interest. Sysco would be free to “scramble the eggs” by immediately
beginning to integrate US Foods, accessing US Foods’ sensitive trade secrets and business
information, closing distribution centers, eliminating products, laying off sales people, and
approaching customers as a unified dominant supplier. If Sysco is permitted to alter the
landscape in this way, it would likely be impossible to undo the transaction and fully restore the
lost competition. Any harm that customers suffer in the interim would be irreversible.
In contrast, Defendants can claim only private harm from delaying consummation of the
merger. But courts have been clear that a “῾risk that the transaction will not occur at all,’ by
itself, is a private consideration that cannot alone defeat the preliminary injunction.” Whole
Foods, 548 F.3d at 1041 (citing Heinz, 246 F.3d at 726). Accordingly, to protect interim
competition and preserve the Commission’s ultimate ability to order effective relief, the equities
strongly favor preliminary relief.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons described above, the Commission respectfully requests that the Court
grant a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction.
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Appendix A: Local Market Share and Concentration Information

Locall\Iarket
*San Diego, CA
*Las Vegas, NV
Omaha/Cotmcil Bluffs, NEliA
*Kansas Citv, MO/KS
Philadelphia, PA
Chicago, IL
Memphis, 1N
Washington/Baltimore, DC/MD
Bloomington, IL
Pensacola, FL
*Los Angeles, CA
*Miimeapolis, MN
*San Francisco Bay_Area, CA
Raleigh/Durham, NC
Central Pennsylvania
Columbia/Charleston, SC
Tampa.FL
Orlando, FL
Fargo, ND
*Cleveland, OH
Birmingham, AL
Pittsburgh, PA
Atlanta, GA
*Salt Lake Citv, UT
St. Louis. MO
Jackson, MS
Southwest Virginia
Charlotte, NC
Rochester, NY
Lubbock, TX
Milwaukee, WI
Albany, NY

Defendants' Post:\Jerger Share
100%
93%
90%
86%
84%
83%
81%
80%
77%
77%
76%
76%
76%
74%
72%
72%
69%
68%
67%
66%
64%
64%
63%
63%
63%
63%
62%
62%
57%
56%
53%
51%

* Asterisks denote markets where a divestiture has been proposed.

~ HHI

3,537
3,695
1,475
3,619
3, 114
3,164
3,086
2,874
2,917
2,817
2,900
2,880
2,684
2,563
2,537
2,264
2,254
2,265
2,216
1,698
2,009
1,816
1,959
1,951
1,936
1,903
1,931
1,696
1,591
1,470
1,053
1,054

Post-:\Ierger HHI
10,000
8,635
8,224
7,582
7.113
6,991
6,905
6,477
6,244
6,150
5,886
6,106
5,929
5,634
5,448
5,731
5.088
4,979
4,828
4,506
4,290
4,597
4,93 1
4,815
4,428
4,754
4,260
4,555
3,492
3,702
3,498
2,997

